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so now that we know all that, let me list out the necessary equipment you need to make this process
easier. wireless network device for this tutorial, we will use a d-link dwa-160. wireless network

monitor (optional) i prefer the norton wireless network diagnostic for windows 7. since its not really
necessary for the methods that im going to be teaching, then any wi-fi monitor will do. the one you

find on the internet is going to cost you more in the end. a computer we will use our windows 7
computer to perform the hacking. so we wont need a mac just yet. some hackers even use the term

hacking to refer to illegal actions. in reality, all hacking can be broken down into two categories:
hacking and cracking. hacking refers to anything related to information security, the law, technology,
or any other field. crackling refers to illegal breaking into or taking control of any computer system,
whether that be a government system or not. while cracking has been used mainly for the purpose

of social engineering, we are only going to be discussing wi-fi hacking here. this term primarily refers
to the fact that a hacker can use access points or other devices to gain access to networks, then

take over the networks. an advanced penetration testing course is pretty good at explaining it. here
we have just a few ssids in the scan list. let us now copy paste the ssid and status code in the format

which is defined in the scanlist file as ssid status code. so now all we need to do is login to the ap
through the wifi-stumbler app. enter the ssid and the status code in the connect to window. once you

enter the credentials, it will prompt for the password. and now you are connected to the access
point.
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while you are reading the tutorial, try to find the answers to the questions that you have in your
mind. try to understand things like what types of attacks are possible, what tools are used for

hacking, and how you can protect your devices. you should keep in mind that being an elite hacker is
almost impossible without learning to program. you should know that ethical hacking is not illegal;

however, illegal hacking is often associated with unethical hacking. a lot of people have
misconceptions about ethical hacking. some people think that all hackers are unethical, but this is
not true. it is best to learn how to hack legally and ethically. there are several online courses which
can teach you how to hack legally and ethically. however, you should be aware that hacking can be
dangerous and you should know the risks. finally, you should know that ethical hacking is not a job

that most people do for a living. this is because ethical hacking is becoming more popular and many
job opportunities are available. the author is a white hat hacker, working as a penetration tester for a
company. he is the most successful example of how ethical hacking can be a career. he earned a lot

of money from his work and he is able to invest his earnings into more projects and learning. it is
important to note that a lot of people are interested in ethical hacking because they want to help
others. this is also the reason why people are looking for ethical hacking jobs. they want to help
protect people and devices by finding weaknesses. 2. crash course in ethical hacking: the crash
course in ethical hacking book is a good beginner’s guide to hacking for beginners. it is a very

simple, easy to follow, and very effective book for beginners. the book is very brief, and you should
be able to finish it in a few hours. it is a good introductory book to hacking and ethical hacking.
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